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Suzuki-Based Class for 5- and 6-year-olds

M. Zweig  Gee Dee Gee
M. O'Boyle  The Flower Song
M. Zweig  The Monkey Song

*Tiffany Arnold, conductor
  Ben Davis, piano

Prelude Orchestra

Essential Elements  Let's Play Do
Let's Play So
Let's Play Re
Let's Play Mi
Let's Play Fa
Rolling Along
Walking Song

L. Van Beethoven  Ode To Joy

Essential Elements  D and G Major Scales
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Simple Gifts

Ant Song and Cat Song

*Maddie Edwards, Casey Imel, Radwan Khatib, Alex Moss, and Levacy Quinn, conductors

Overture Strings

Traditional  D Scale Round

M. Allen  Song for Caroline
Natalie's Rose

*Maddie Edwards, conductor

Ig. Sancho  Les Contes de Fees, 1767
arr. W. Crock

Scottish Air  Skye Boat Song

*Elisabeth Ohly-Davis, conductor

Overture Strings Chamber Group

W. Starr  Skip Step
arr. L. Quinn
On the Bridge of Avignon 2
A Running A Running

Essential Elements  Lightly Row
---INTERMISSION---

**Intermezzo Orchestra**

An. Vivaldi  
*Spring* from the *Four Seasons*

arr. R. Myer

S. Chin  
*The Silver Forest*

*Ball State New Horizons Orchestra, special guests*  
*Elisabeth Ohly-Davis, conductor*

**Intermezzo Chamber Group**

S. Koivisto  
*The Avengers*

arr. S. Stoutamer

**YSO Chamber Group**

W. A. Mozart  
*Eine Kleine Nachtmusik*  
I. Allegro

J. Hisaishi  
*Merry Go Round of Life*

**Youth Symphony Orchestra**

W. A. Mozart  
*Symphony No. 25 in G minor*  
I. Allegro con brio

Arr. S. O’Loughlin  
*The Greatest Showman*

*Matt Spieker, conductor*

L. van Beethoven  
*Fidelio Overture*

*Radwan Khatib, conductor*

arr. M. J. Isaac

**E. Morricone**  
*Gabriel's Oboe* from *The Mission*

*Grace Reynolds, oboe*

**K. Badelt**  
*Pirates of the Caribbean*

*Matt Spieker, conductor*

arr. T. Rickett
Suzuki-Based Violin Class for 5- and 6-year-olds

Keren Ding
Jovie Dunlap
Liam Konkle-Mahoney
Grace Law
William Lawrence
Ben Davis, piano

Prelude Orchestra

VIOLIN
Evaline Edmonson
Micah Fransos
Faith Lawrence
Genevieve Lundy
Noelle McKee

VIOLIN (CONT.)
Analia Moreno
Andreana Newman
Adele Ramirez
Thomas Saylor
Elise Steinke

VIOLA
Josiah Matthews
Owen Roberts

CELLO
Wyatt Dunsmore
Dominic Lundy

Prelude at Ross Center

VIOLA
Alexis Brant
Ramontae Brown
Annabelle Hamlin

VIOLA (CONT.)
Anylah Mathison
Quinton Wilson

CELLO
Jacqueline Hanoman
Madison Norris
Esli Velasquez-Flores

Overture Strings

VIOLIN
Ezekiel Branam
Lydia Cunningham
William Elliot
Isaac Gavenda

VIOLIN (CONT.)
Evelyn Kennedy
Chelsea Lawrence
Christopher Li
Selah Wenninger

CELLO
Abram Cunningham
Krissy Johnson
Amelia Law
David Preble

Intermezzo Orchestra

VIOLIN
Lily Clark
Rose Elliott
Aliyah Fan
Eleanor Stasson

VIOLIN (CONT.)
Oliver Nichols
Genevieve Walker
Owen Walker
Kenna Wenninger

CELLO
Max Knoth

BASS
Parker Droste

Youth Symphony Orchestra

VIOLIN I
Lucy Arnold*
Caitlin Carter*
Amir Khatib*
Benjamin Preble
Gabriella Li
Olivia Walker
Elliott Vogel

VIOLIN II
Sami Lai
Yohan Shin
Mia Crockett

VIOLIN III
Kalli Mealy
Ezra Terry
Elijah Fan

CELLO
Sommer Carlson
Robert Berger
Grace Carpenter

FLUTE
Riley Powers
Katie Anderson
Mary Lou Stasson

HORN
Shawn Knapp#
Alex Moss#

TRUMPET
Elijah Deweerdt#
Zach Francis#

TROMBONE
Grant Winternheimer#
Casey Mitchell#

PERCUSSION
Ben Taubert#

**Winner of the 2021 Leonard Atherton Concerto Competition #Ball State student
YSOEIC Board of Directors:
Jen Holst, president  Anne Nichols, vice president
Scott Riggs, treasurer  Louetta Dishman, secretary
Tiffany Arnold, executive director  Matt Speiker, conductor
Mya Ajanku, Lisa Carter, Cindie Cox, Douglas Droste, David Gilliam,
Jacqueline Hanoman, Valerie Helms-Mejia, Shanna Wenninger

YSOEIC Student Assistants & Partnership Program Staff:
Lucy Arnold, Suzuki Class assistant
Casey Imel, Alex Moss, and Levacy Quinn, Prelude Orchestra directors
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With special thanks to the Ball Brothers Foundation, the D’Addario Foundation, the
George and Frances Ball Foundation, Psi Iota Xi–Alpha Chapter, Tri Kappa of Muncie,
the Muncie Altrusa Foundation, the Kersey Gift Fund, the Louisa and Waldo Beebe
Unrestricted Endowment Fund, John C. Kelly and Marcia Ressler Kelly Fund, Francis
Lafferty Fund, Kent Shuff and Steve Fennimore Fund, and Charles and Claudia Sursa
Unrestricted Named Endowment Fund at the Community Foundation of Muncie and
Delaware County, the Indiana Arts Commission for its Arts Cultural & Destination
Marketing Organization Grant, the Indiana Arts Commission for its Arts Emergency
Relief Fund, and the Community Foundation for its Recovery Grant.

This project is made possible by the Indiana Arts Commission, the Community
Foundation of Randolph County, and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal
agency.
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